
The Ramayana trails in  
Sri Lanka 



Lankapuri the kingdom of  the all powerful  Rawanan  is supposed to be  
the present day Sri Lanka . So there  are several legends of Ramayana 
relating to Sri Lanka. Some of the places to be highlighted are 
Muneswaram in Chillaw, Ketheeswaram in Mannar, Koneswaram in 
Trincmalee, Mamangeswaram in Batticaloa, Seetha temple and the 
Hanuman temple in Nuwara eliya, Rawana ELLa in Bandarawela, the 
Laggala and the Hasalaka . 
There are also identified places as drops of the Sanjeeva mountain  
while it was being carried to Lankapuri from India by the all mighty 
Hanuman to cure Luxmanan who was badly hurt in the war. Even now 
these places are rich sources for rare medicinal herbs and remain as 
evidence.  

T h e  R a m a y a n a  t r a i l s  i n  S r i  L a n ka  



M U N E E S WA R A M  

Prior to leaving Lankapuri  at end of the war Sri Raman  planted 
one of the  five lingams in order to get relieved from the Bramha 
Dosham  since he had killed a devotee of Lord Shiva. This being 
an advice to Raman by Lord Shiva. The lingam at the temple is 
referred to as Ramalingam at present.. 



 MANNAR 

Thiruketheeswaram  temple-a famous Sivan temple in Sri Lanka. 
This is supposed to be  the birth place of Mandothari- Rawanan’s 
wife- It was Mandothari’s father who had originally built this temple 

Thiruketheeswaram  



TRINCOMALEE  

In the East coast we have the Koneswarm  temple- a beautiful temple on top of a hill  inside 
the Dutch fort. It is believed that Ravanan  performed Poojas at this site. From the temple 
you can see a deep cleavage right to the sea and referred to as the Ravanan vettu. The 
seven hot wells also dates back to the Ramayana period where Rawnan performed his last 
rites to his mother. 

Koneswarm 



BATTICALOA 

 Mamageswa temple- A temple dating back  to the 
Ramayana period. The legend is that lord Rama prayed at 
this site and had his meal at this place with his wife Seetha. 
Also it  is believed that Hanuman extinguished  his burning 
tail  at the pond at this place after setting fire to Lankapuri. 

Sri Mamanga Pillayar  



N U WA R A  E L I YA  

Seethaeliya temple where Seetha was supposed to 
have been kept in captivity. Hanuman temple at 
Ramboda where Hanuman first set his foot in Sri 
Lanka in search of  Seetha. A beautiful mountain 
range around this place has reference to Seetha’s stay 
prior to being taken to Asoka Vanam. Even now this 
forest is filled with Rhododentrand trees  with 
beautiful red flowers.-Asoka Malar- 

Hanuman 
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Seethaeliya Temple  

Ramboda Hanuman Temple 



BA N DA R AW E L A  

Rawana  ella  

Rawana  ella waterfalls where Seetha had taken bath in the pond below. 



LAGGALA  

It is believed that the final battle had taken place  at this site and 
Rawanan was laid to rest . The mountain is a plateau  now because 
the crust was chopped off by Rama’s Bramhastram.  Hasalakk- a 
place close this battle site was where Seetha was supposed to 
have taken  the agini  Parichai. [ Seetha jumped into the fire to 
prove her chastity in front of Sri Raman. ] 



K E L A N I YA    
A Buddhist temple where Vibeeshanan- Rawanan’s brother was 
crowned as the King of Lankapuri by Luxmanan. 


